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Report by Martyn Rushbrook 

 

The second trial of the Peterborough trials club season took place today where a fantastic entry of 72 

riders descended on Stibbington quarry. It was a lovely sunny easter Sunday, with a lot of riders 

enjoying a tea and cake raising money for the Brain Tumor charity on behalf of Dean Devereux, no 

exact figures are known yet, but it is estimated around £500!  

The winner of today’s trial was once again Montesa mounted Mick Thurman who dropped just 6 marks 

beating Martyn Rushbrook who dropped 9 marks and Paul Marwood who dropped 12. The best youth 

on the hard route was Beta rider Reece McDaid. 

On the middle route Andy Butt and Edward Jones both stayed clean to finish top with Mikey Lefevre 

and Nick Wilford next up on 1 mark dropped each. The best twinshock rider on the middle route today 

was Mark Hawkins who dropped 8 on his Triumph cub. It was a close contest for the youth middle 
route riders with Leonardo Hornan narrowly beating Alfie Chesman with 55 marks to 58. 

The best rider on the white route today was Stewart Dickinson riding his Matchless to a perfect score 

of 0, Jim Lawrence was next up on 1 mark dropped and was best adult class rider. The best youth rider 

on the white route was Stanley Bone riding an OSET who has only just moved up from the conducted 

route. 

We had 2 riders on the conducted route today with Max Malinowski dropping 76 marks and Riley 

Malinowski dropping 9 marks.     

Once again a massive thank you to everyone who supported us today and a special thank you to the 

observers.  

 

Our next trial is 22nd May at Stibbington again. We will be running the same format and will be 
appealing for observers before the trial.  

 

 

Hard Route 

 

Adult : Mick Thurman Montesa 6 marks 

Youth : Reece McDaid Beta 47 marks 

 

Middle Route 

 

Adult : Andy Butt Montesa 0 Marks 

            Ed Jones Gas Gas 0 Marks 
 

Twinshock: Mark Hawkins Triumph 8 Marks 

 

Youth : Leonardo Hornan Beta 55 Marks 

 

White Route 

 

Twinshock: Stewart Dickinson Matchless 0 Marks 

 

Adult: Jim Lawrence Montesa 1 Marks 

 
Youth: Stanley Bone OSET 138 Marks            

 

Conducted Route 

 

Riley Malinowski  Beta 9 

Max Malinowski   OSET 76 
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